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March 15, 2017
WORKSHOP 6:00 P.M.
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
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Presentation by NEO Connect Regarding Mesa-Garfield County Broadband Study
and Specific Discussion regarding Rifle Community Broadband Opportunities

REGULAR MEETING 7:00 P.M.
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
The City Council may take action on any of the following agenda items as presented or modified prior
to or during the meeting, and items necessary or convenient to effectuate the agenda items.
7:00 p.m.

1.

Regular Meeting Call to Order and Roll Call

7:03 p.m.

2.

Consent Agenda – consider approving the following items:
A. (Acting as Liquor Licensing Authority) Liquor License Renewals:
Western Slope Investments dba Wing Nutz Bar and Grill and Thai
Chili Bistro Inc dba Thai Chili Bistro
B. Ordinance No. 2, Series of 2017 - 2nd Reading – Amending the
Municipal Code and the Zone District Map of the City of Rifle to
Rezone a Portion of the Second Street Mixed Use Sub-District to
the River Gateway Sub-District

7:08 p.m.

3.

Citizen Comments
(For items not listed as public hearings on the agenda. Please limit
comments to 3 minutes.)

7:11 p.m.

4.

Action, if any, on Workshop Items (Mayor Winkler)

7:15 p.m.

5.

Receive update from Rifle High School students on Colorado Close Up
(Jonathan Rice and students)

7:25 p.m.

6.

2017 Visitor Improvement Fund Project Update (Nathan Lindquist)

7:35 p.m.

7.

Dangerous Building Update (Nathan Lindquist and John Nihiser)

7:45 p.m.

8.

Administrative Reports

7:55 p.m.

9.

Comments from Mayor and Council

The order and times of agenda items listed above are approximate and
intended as a guideline for the City Council.
Next Regular Meeting of Council: April 5, 2017 at 7:00 p.m.
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BROADBAND MODELS
AND FINANCIAL
CONSIDERATIONS
CITY OF RIFLE
March 2017
Abstract
NEO Connect has completed a broadband study for Mesa and Garfield Counties. This report
has been assembled specifically for the City of Rifle discussing ways the local government can
facilitate further last‐mile broadband development within the City of Rifle. This paper
discusses the financial considerations of various broadband models and approaches.

Prepared for the City of Rifle, by Diane Kruse, NEO Connect
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FINANCIAL
CONSIDERATIONS, CITY OF
RIFLE BROADBAND MODELS
Introduction
This report includes capital costs projections and financial implications of the various levels of
investment that the City of Rifle may consider to help improve broadband services within the
community. The report also discusses various models and approaches that other communities
have implemented and the financial considerations that would apply specifically to the City of
Rifle with these approaches.
NEO Connect has been working with Garfield and Mesa Counties (“the Counties) on a
broadband plan for the two counties. There are a number of activities that were undertaken to
put together a comprehensive plan for improving broadband services in the Counties. These
activities included:
1. Surveys. Surveys were made available for citizens and businesses to provide feedback
on current levels of broadband, how homeowners and businesses currently us the
Internet, what currently being paid for services, current download and upload speeds
are, and what is most important in regards to high speed Internet service.
2. Stakeholder Meetings. NEO’s team met with key stakeholders in the communities.
These meetings included discussions with medical community, schools, key
stakeholders, city councils, county commissioners and citizens in public meetings.
3. Research. Independent research was conducted in regards to national mapping and
availability reported though Broadband USA.
4. Request for Information from the Service Providers. A formal invitation to provide
information and input into the plan was provided for the local service providers. Ten
responses were received from local and national providers and their input has been
incorporated into the plan.
5. Tower Inventory and Assessment. NEO’s team provided an on‐site inventory and
assessment of the existing wireless towers in Garfield County and the surrounding area.
Mesa County had previously conducted a separate wireless study in partnership with
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the City of Grand Junction, and therefore, NEO did not include Mesa County in the
wireless assessment. The wireless assessment included evaluation of the existing tower’s
structural capacity, available space, and providers currently using the towers. From
there, a propagation study was conducted to identify gaps in both wireless broadband
coverage.
6. Existing Assets. NEO’s team researched what existing fiber optic and conduit assets
were available within the Counties. Maps of these existing assets have been provided to
the Committee as a deliverable of this project.
7. Community Anchor Institutions. A list of community anchor institutions was
assembled, identifying addresses, needs and current levels of services. Additionally,
NEO obtained substation information and utility pole data from the local electric
cooperatives, identifying possible strategies for placement of fiber on existing utility
poles. NEO’s team has provided a preliminary design and projected capital costs to
connect these priority locations, as well as the projected costs to connect all community
anchor institutions with fiber optic cable.
8. Preliminary Design and Engineering. Preliminary design and engineering was
conducted to connect the communities with fiber and digital microwave services for a
middle mile strategy. Preliminary design was also performed to connect anchor
institutions with fiber optic cable as well as capital cost projections for a Fiber‐to‐the‐
Premise network for the communities within both Counties. As mentioned earlier,
design, engineering and capital cost estimates were also assembled for improving
wireless capabilities.
9. Financial Plan. A detailed financial analysis was performed on various strategies for
implementation for each community. Financial models were created for a number of
public‐private partnership models and ownership/operating models.
10. Strategies and Plans. And finally, a final report was assembled to provide a path
forward towards implementation of several strategies and plans to improve broadband
and data connectivity for the Counties.

This paper is not the final report, but rather, is a
summary of financial implications specifically for
the City of Rifle.
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Additionally, NEO has put together capital costs estimates for designing and building a Fiber‐
to‐the‐Premise network within the City of Rifle. Putting together this information does not
necessarily imply that the City of Rifle should or will be building and owning a Fiber‐to‐the‐
Premise network. Rather, this information has been compiled for City staff and council
members to be able to understand the models and approaches through the lens of their
respective financial implications. This white paper provides the financial framework of these
various levels of investment and the various models of public‐private partnerships. This report
does not provide the wireless assessment information that NEO provided.

What is the Current Broadband Infrastructure?
NEO assessed the current market for broadband availability by conducting independent
research on the existing technologies and speeds available in Garfield County. NEO also
confirmed much of this information by conducting surveys for homeowners and businesses and
through a formal Request for Information from the service providers. Here are the findings of
the current market assessment.

Garfield County
According to Broadband Map USA 1, CenturyLink provides DSL broadband technologies to the
majority, over 92 ‐ 99%, of the population in Garfield County.
0F

City
Glenwood
Rifle
Carbondale
New Castle
Silt
Parachute **

DSL
94.24%
96.41%
97.34%
92.63%
99.85%
99.28%

Technology available to % of population
Fiber
Cable
Wireless
34.28%
91.74%
100.00%
0.00%
94.42%
100.00%
3.88%
95.63%
100.00%
0.00%
94.53%
100.00%
0.00%
96.57%
100.00%
0.00%
94.51%
100.00%

Other
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Fiber‐to‐the‐Premise technology is only available in Glenwood Springs and Carbondale. Cable
and wireless technologies are available to nearly everyone.
Most of the population does not have access to technology that meets the minimum definition
of broadband: 25 Mbps in download and 3 Mbps in upload speed.
The new “gold standard” in broadband is the ability to support Gigabit or 1,000 Mbps of speed.
Very little of the population within Garfield County have this capability.

1

See http://www.broadbandmap.gov/
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768k
1.5M
3M
6M
10 M
25 M
50 M
100 M
1 Gig

Wireline Broadband Availability
Percent of Garfield County Population with Available Download Speeds
Glenwood
Springs
Rifle
Carbondale New Castle
Silt
Parachute **
98.14%
96.66%
97.94%
96.77%
99.94%
99.46%
98.14%
96.66%
97.94%
96.77%
99.94%
99.46%
97.33%
96.63%
97.88%
96.50%
99.94%
98.20%
96.74%
96.57%
97.88%
96.50%
99.33%
94.51%
95.57%
95.14%
97.53%
96.50%
99.33%
94.51%
92.94%
94.57%
95.63%
94.78%
96.57%
94.51%
92.94%
94.42%
95.63%
94.53%
96.57%
94.51%
92.94%
94.42%
95.63%
94.53%
96.57%
94.51%
0.09%
0.00%
3.88%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

768k
1.5M
3M
6M
10 M
25 M
50 M
100 M
1 Gig

Wireline Broadband Availability
Percent of Garfield County Population with Available Upload Speeds
Glenwood
Springs
Rifle
Carbondale New Castle
Silt
Parachute **
97.81%
96.61%
97.94%
96.77%
99.94%
97.57%
92.94%
94.57%
95.63%
94.78%
96.57%
94.51%
92.94%
94.57%
95.63%
94.78%
96.57%
94.51%
92.94%
94.57%
95.63%
94.78%
96.57%
94.51%
92.94%
94.57%
95.63%
94.78%
96.57%
94.51%
34.28%
0.00%
3.88%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
34.28%
0.00%
3.88%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
34.28%
0.00%
3.88%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.09%
0.00%
3.88%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

768k
1.5M
3M
6M
10 M
25 M
50 M
100 M
1 Gig

Wireless Broadband Availability
Percent of Garfield County Population with Available Download Speeds
Glenwood
Springs
Rifle
Carbondale New Castle
Silt
Parachute**
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
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768k
1.5M
3M
6M
10 M
25 M
50 M
100 M
1 Gig

Wireless Broadband Availability
Percent of Garfield County Population with Available Upload Speeds
Glenwood
Springs
Rifle
Carbondale New Castle
Silt
Parachute **
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Wireless (as opposed to Wireline) does not support high levels of upload speed in Garfield
County.
Communities are considering how to invest in broadband services to support the new “gold
standard” of broadband connectivity – Gigabit capacity.
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What Level of Investment from the Municipality?
Below is a list of possible and typical levels of investment and strategies that a municipality
may consider for broadband implementation to support Gigabit capability.

1) Municipal Facilitation through Broadband Friendly Policies and
Ordinances, Tax Incentives and Use of Existing Assets

2) Smart Conduit Construction to Gain Assets and Attract Partners

3) Connecting Community Anchor Institutions and Smart City
Applications

4) Connecting Homes and Businesses, Fiber to the Premise

1) Municipal Facilitation through Broadband
Friendly Policies and Ordinances, Tax Incentives
and Use of Existing Assets
Establishing broadband friendly policies and ordinances will not cost the City of Rifle anything,
except potentially administrative and legal costs. Sample policies and ordinances that have
been adopted by other municipalities have been provided to the committee by NEO Connect
and can be provided to City staff upon request.
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These policies can be implemented to facilitate investment from the private sector and can also

Financial Implication to the City of Rifle: Close to $0.
be used to gain substantial assets owned by the City of Rifle that can be leveraged for future
broadband deployment.

2) Smart Conduit Construction to Gain Assets and
Attract Partners
Giving access to existing conduit or fiber owned by the City of Rifle can be leveraged to attract
potential partners that may be willing to deploy an all‐fiber network. The City should
implement a shadow conduit policy that requires installation of additional conduit whenever
work is being done within the City’s right of way. By creating and implementing a shadow
conduit policy, the City will gain additional conduit that can be used to leverage further
investment.
Putting in shadow conduit when
work is being done in the right of
Financial Implication to the City of Rifle:
$3.00 ‐ $6.50 per foot vs. $30 ‐ $35 per foot in cost. ways would cost the City the
incremental costs of the conduit
Resulting in $28.50 per foot in cost savings
(estimated at $1.50 ‐ $3.50 per foot)
plus the incremental cost for
construction (estimated at $1.50 – 3.00 per foot). Consequently, if the City of Rifle were to build
conduit when trenches are not open, or when work is not being done in the right of way, costs
for conduit material and labor would be approximately $30 ‐ $35.00 per foot.

3) Connecting Community Anchor Institutions,
Smart City Applications
Local governments and state agencies have been connecting their community anchor
institutions with fiber optic networks for over twenty years. Community anchor institutions are
state, county and local government offices and buildings, schools and libraries, hospitals,
medical facilities and first responders. In fact, in the U.S., thousands of schools, libraries,
community centers, and public health and safety providers obtain their broadband connectivity
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from local government and state non‐profit networks, including state research and education
networks.
The City of Rifle has many anchor institutions that are already connected with fiber that is City‐
owned or owned by Cedar Networks.
Anchor Institutions within the City of Rifle
Below are the anchor institutions within the City of Rifle.
Aerial Firefighting Center of Excellence
375 County Road 352 Rifle Co 81650
Garfield County Court Annex
200 E 18TH St, Rifle, CO 81650
Rifle Police
201 East 18th Street, Rifle, CO 81650
Garfield County Fairgrounds
1001 Railroad Ave, Rifle, CO 81650
Rifle Waste Water Treatment
24998 Highway 6, Rifle, CO 81650
Garfield County Sheriff Annex
106 CR333A, Rifle, CO 81650
Garfield County Criminal Justice Services
224 CR 333A, Rifle, Co 81650
Garfield County Road & Bridge Administration
298 CR 333A, Rifle, Co 81650
Garfield County Road & Bridge Motor Pool
298 CR 333A, Rifle, Co 81650
Colorado State Veterans Nursing Home‐Rifle
851 East 5th Street Rifle Co 81650
Rifle Correctional Center
200 County Road 219 Rifle Co 81650
Rifle Post Office
330 Railroad Ave, Rifle, CO 81650
Colorado Mountain College Rifle
3695 Airport Rd, Rifle, CO 81650
Rifle Water Plant Graham Mesa
1500 Dogwood Dr, Rifle, CO 81650
Rifle Interagency Fire Center
220 Runway Road, Rifle, CO 81650
Colorado Workforce Rural Resort Region
310 West 3rd Street Rifle Co 81650
Colorado River Fire Rescue Admininstration Office Station 41
1850 Railroad Avenue Rifle Co 81650
City Of Rifle
202 Railroad Avenue Rifle Co 81650
Colorado River Fire Rescue EMS
1850 Railroad Avenue Rifle Co 81650
Garfield RE‐2 Center For Integrative Studies
839 Whiteriver Avenue Rifle Co 81650
Rifle Garfield County Airport
375 County Road 352 Rifle Co 81650
Grand River Health Hospital ‐ Medical Center
501 Airport Road Rifle Co 81650
Rifle High School
1350 Prefontaine Avenue Rifle Co 81650
Rifle Middle School
753 Railroad Avenue Rifle Co 81650
Rifle Middle School‐E
753 Railroad Avenue Rifle Co 81650
Wamsley Elementary School
225 East 30th Street Rifle Co 81650
Graham Mesa Elementary
1575 Farmstead Pkwy Rifle Co 81650
Highland Elementary School
1500 East 7th Street Rifle Co 81650
Garfield RE‐2 Administration
839 Whiteriver Avenue Rifle Co 81650
E Dene Moore Care Center
701 East 5th Street Rifle Co 81650
Rifle Branch Library
207 East Avenue Rifle Co 81650
Rifle Correctional Center Clinic
200 County Road 219 Rifle Co 81650
Garfield County Health & Human Services
195 West 14th St Rifle Co 81650
Garfield County Emergency Communications Authority
585 East 1st Street Rifle Co 81650
Colorado West Regional Mental Health Center Colorado West Coun796 Megan Avenue Rifle Co 81650
Colorado River Fire Rescue Station 43
419 Last Chance Drive Rifle Co 81650
Rifle Senior Center
50 Ute Avenue Rifle Co 81650
Rifle Fish Hatchery
11466 CO 325, Rifle, CO 81650
Garfield County Landfill
75 Co Rd 246, Rifle, CO 81650

The anchor institutions were sorted by medical and healthcare, schools and the remaining
anchor institutions are referred to as “other.” They were sorted in this way because there is
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Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rifle
Rulison

grant funding to build to healthcare intuitions and for schools. These grants may be targeted to
potentially fund fiber build out to these locations.
Cedar Networks has installed a substantial amount of fiber in the area. Obviously, if the anchor
institution is already being served with fiber by another provider, and the pricing is cost
effective and affordable and/or if the service is robust, it may not make sense for the City of
Rifle or any other entity to build fiber to that location.
If the City of Rifle were to build to all of the anchor institutions, the projected capital costs are
estimated at $3.762 Million. This assumes using the existing City‐owned fiber. If privately‐
owned (i.e. Cedar Network’s) fiber can be used, the capital costs would be $2.672 Million.

Totals
City
Total CAIs
Healthcare
Schools
Other
Totals

$
$
$
$

Using City
Fiber
RIFLE
38
1,410,854
710,215
1,641,032
3,762,102

Using City Fiber and
Privately Owned
Fiber
RIFLE
38
$
905,412
$
357,603
$
1,413,222
$
2,676,237

A detailed breakdown of the engineering, construction management, construction labor and
materials is shown below.

Healthcare Anchor Institution
Estimates
City
New (FT)
New (Miles)
CAIs
Fiber Ct
Aerial Fiber (FT)
Underground Fiber (FT)
Engineering Costs
Permitting
Make Ready Cost
Aerial Labor Cost
Underground Labor Cost
Tech Services Cost

$
$
$
$
$
$

Materials Cost
Electronics
Construction Management
Project Management
Total Construction Costs

$
$
$
$
$

Using City
Fiber
RIFLE
49,490.69
9.37
7
24
44,541.62
4,949.07
103,930
2,812
236,206
534,499
173,217
66,812
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168,268
38,500
37,118
49,491
1,410,854

Using City Fiber and
Privately Owned
Fiber
RIFLE
31,263.11
5.92
7
24
28,136.80
3,126.31
$
65,653
$
1,776
$
149,210
$
337,642
$
109,421
$
42,205
$
$
$
$
$

106,295
38,500
23,447
31,263
905,412

E-rate, Schools
City
New (FT)
New (Miles)
CAIs
Fiber Ct
Aerial Fiber (FT)
Underground Fiber (FT)
Engineering Costs
Permitting
Make Ready Cost
Aerial Labor Cost
Underground Labor Cost
Tech Services Cost
Materials Cost
Electronics
Construction Management
Project Management
Total Construction Costs

Other Anchor Institutions
City
New (FT)
New (Miles)
CAIs
Fiber Ct
Aerial Fiber (FT)
Underground Fiber (FT)
Engineering Costs
Permitting
Make Ready Cost
Aerial Labor Cost
Underground Labor Cost
Tech Services Cost
Materials Cost
Electronics
Construction Management
Project Management
Total Construction Costs

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Using City
Fiber
RIFLE
24,025.47
4.55
8
24
21,622.92
2,402.55
50,453
1,365
114,667
259,475
84,089
32,434
81,687
44,000
18,019
24,025
710,215

Using City Fiber and
Privately Owned
Fiber
RIFLE
11,309.35
2.14
8
24
10,178.42
1,130.94
$
23,750
$
643
$
53,976
$
122,141
$
39,583
$
15,268
$
38,452
$
44,000
$
8,482
$
11,309
$
357,603

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Using City
Fiber
RIFLE
54,618.00
10.34
23
24
49,156.20
5,461.80
114,698
3,103
260,677
589,874
191,163
73,734
185,701
126,500
40,963
54,618
1,641,032

Using City Fiber and
Privately Owned
Fiber
RIFLE
46,402.58
8.79
23
24
41,762.32
4,640.26
$
97,445
$
2,637
$
221,467
$
501,148
$
162,409
$
62,643
$
157,769
$
126,500
$
34,802
$
46,403
$
1,413,222
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Most of the construction costs to build this network are for directional boring or placement of
conduit. If the City of Rifle can work with other companies that are planning construction in
the City by implementing a Dig Once and Shadow Conduit policy, much of these conduit
placement costs could be drastically reduced.
Connecting these anchor institutions with fiber allows each location to receive very high‐speed
data connectivity and Internet while eliminating or drastically reducing the monthly lease or
access costs paid to the private sector service providers. The City of Rifle could consider
connecting their community anchor institutions with fiber to ensure that they have the highest‐
quality broadband connectivity. This could be done in collaboration with the other agencies to
share in the cost of construction.
Then, once these networks are built, the City could also consider leasing excess capacity of
conduit or of fiber to the private sector for last mile build out and use. Once a network is built
that serves schools, government offices, fire districts and the like, generally, this network
reaches deep into neighborhoods and past business parks. These networks can then serve as an
opportunity to allow the private sector to lease excess capacity and in turn serve homes and
businesses with high‐speed fiber.
A map of the design of the fiber network to connect the list of anchor institutions identified
above is shown on the first map below. The second maps show what would be built if the City
could leverage the Cedar Network’ fiber network, or simply not build to the anchor institutions
that are already being serviced by Cedar Networks.
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4) Connecting Homes and Businesses, Fiber‐to‐
the‐Premise and Gigabit Broadband
NEO’s team put together preliminary design and projected capital cost estimates for building a
Fiber‐to‐the‐Premise network that is capable of handling symmetrical Gigabit broadband
speeds. A Fiber‐to‐the‐Premise network is one that builds fiber optic cable to every home and
business within the city.

RIFLE

City
Population

9,489

HHP Estimate

3,796

Road Plant (FT)

346,783
65.68

Road Plant (Miles)
Existing (FT)

125,148

Existing (Miles)

23.70

Density

57.79

OSP Cost/HHP

$

1,540.00

OSP Build Cost

$

5,845,224

Electronics Cost/HHP

$

2,695

Electronics Build Cost $

10,229,142

Build Cost $$

$

16,074,366
2017 Ballot

Notes
HHP = Households Passed
OSP = Outside Plant, or the fiber optic construction
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It would cost approximately $16.074 Million to pass and
connect every home within the City of Rifle.
The OSP or outside plant costs are highlighted because
some cities have chosen to build the fiber network and pay
for the capital costs to do so, to own the network. These
cities have negotiated a partnership with a or several
service providers to pay for the electronics to “light” the
network and provide services.

Possible Models and Approaches, Retail and
Wholesale Models
There are a number of models to finance, design, construct and operate a Fiber‐to‐the‐Premise
network. One of the models in the industry is when the municipality designs, builds, owns and
operates a network and becomes the Internet Service Provider to homes and businesses. This
model is often referred to as a Retail Model and is discussed in detail below. Another model is
one in which the municipality builds and owns the fiber network and Internet services are
provided directly by the private sector. This has often been referred to as a Wholesale Model,
and again, is discussed in detail below.
Fiber‐to‐the‐Premise, Retail Model
The most ambitious strategy for a municipality to consider is the opportunity to connect all
homes and businesses with fiber. More challenging geographies are sometimes forced to utilize
wireless technologies to deliver service with a hybrid fiber/wireless network. Cities are building
or facilitating Fiber‐to‐the‐Premise networks or “Gigabit‐enabled” networks, allowing for
Internet speeds of 1,000 Mbps or 1 Gbps in both upload and download speeds for all homes and
businesses within a city’s boundary.
In this model, the municipality and/or municipal utility designs, builds, owns and operates the
network, and essentially becomes the Internet Service Provider. An increasingly prevalent case
for investing in building municipal broadband is being made by advocates defining the Internet
as a “utility” and thus a necessity for the public sector to provide when otherwise unavailable.
Most municipalities that have deployed a retail, Fiber‐to‐the‐Premise strategy have been
providing electric services to their constituents. Municipal electric utilities have an easier
implementation path because they already have the access to utility poles and other
16

infrastructure, billing processes in place, customer service centers operational, and business
relationships with each and every homeowner and business.
The City of Longmont has deployed this approach and is nationally known as a model of
success. Dubbed “NextLight,” this Gigabit fiber network is owned and operated by the City
and its power utility, Longmont Power & Communications (LPC). Longmont opted out of
Colorado’s SB 152 law in November of 2011 with 60% of the vote. Two years later, Longmont
voters approved a $40.3 million bond issuance to cover the startup costs and network build.
Longmont followed Google Fiber’s marketing strategy by launching a pre‐build sign‐up
campaign. The neighborhood with the most market share or “take rate” would be the first area
where Longmont would build. The first neighborhood received a 72% take rate prior to
construction. Longmont’s 38,000 homes and businesses now have symmetrical Gigabit service
for $50 per month for those who signed up early. The $50 per month is guaranteed for the
lifetime of the home as well as the owner/tenant of the home if he/she moves within the City
limits. Longmont’s business service includes symmetrical 100 Mbps for $230 per month and
symmetrical 250 Mbps service for $500 per month.
Longmont is experiencing an average take rate percentage of 56%. The initial feasibility study
conducted in 2013 predicted a 27% take rate. Late in 2016, the City voted to increase LPC’s
budget by $7 million, sourced from the Electric and Broadband Utility Fund balance, to hire
staff needed to support take rates twice as high as initially predicted.
Meanwhile NextLight is helping businesses and fostering growth by providing connectivity
that’s enabling the community to successfully compete with its neighbor to the south, Boulder.
Local businesses that were looking to expand outside the city elected to stay and grow in
Longmont thanks to the Gigabit network. The network is also attracting regional work‐from‐
home Coloradans looking for an ideal place to work and raise their family.
Fiber‐to‐the‐Premise – Wholesale Model
Municipalities can take one of two approaches with the wholesale model, owning the fiber only
or owning the fiber and the equipment it takes for it to run or be “lit.” Fiber optic cable that
does not have equipment on the ends of it is referred to as “dark” fiber. Fiber optic cable that
has equipment in place is referred to as “lit” fiber.
Whether the municipality provides dark or lit fiber, the wholesale model assumes at least one
and possibly multiple service providers are available to provide Internet services. The
municipality owns the network, and in some cases, the equipment to light the network, and the
service provider(s) pay a lease fee to the municipality in the form of a monthly payment or in
the form of a revenue share, a percentage of the gross revenues generated by service fees on the
network.
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This ownership by a municipality, run by a private entity approach is nothing new; it has been
prevalent for decades with toll roads that are managed privately. What is a new and emerging
trend, is communities funding a network and turning it over to a traditional carrier to manage
and operate the network.
As part of the Northwest Colorado Regional Broadband Strategic Plan effort, Rio Blanco County
identified that broadband service in the County was inadequate to sustain 21st century economic
development. Rio Blanco County is deploying a wholesale Fiber‐to‐the‐Premise model. In
2014, Rio Blanco County voted to opt out of SB 152 and reclaimed their local
telecommunications authority. Shortly after opting out, Rio Blanco received grant funding with
the Colorado Department of Local Affairs (DOLA) to build out the network. The County and
some of the local community anchor institutions are providing the match funding required by
the grant. The County is building fiber infrastructure to the block in Rangely and Meeker and
service providers will finish the build‐out to each home or business. In the more rural parts of
the county, subscribers will be served by wireless infrastructure and technologies.
Subscribers have the option to choose between two providers which are offering services on Rio
Blanco’s network. Local Access Internet (LAI) and Cimarron Telecommunications are offering
symmetrical Gigabit Internet access (1,000 Mbps or 1 Gbps) for $70 per month.
In addition to the retail and wholesale Fiber‐to‐the‐Premise models, there are a number of
emerging public‐private partnership models that are just being introduced in the industry. A
description of typical funding mechanisms for municipalities will be discussed below as well as
a description of the emerging public‐private partnership models.

Financing Municipal Broadband Networks
There are several strategies local governments have used to finance municipal broadband
networks. Municipalities can sometimes appropriate funds available through the general fund,
to cover the capital costs of network builds. Funds can be appropriated either on a one‐time or
multi‐year basis.
If there is not sufficient funding available in the general fund, a number of municipalities have
used general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, or certificates of participation to finance the
network build‐out. Other financing options include New Market tax credits, for which
allocations would have to be secured; economic development retail sales tax funds, internal
loans, TIF, economic development financing programs, and crowd sourcing.
There is also a growing interest among private financial institutions willing to invest in
municipal networks. Local governments may be able to find alternative means of financing
government anchor networks using private capital.
Grant Funding
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Grant funding is available from a number of state and national sources. At the federal level, E‐
rate and the Rural Healthcare Grants are provided through the Universal Service
Administrative Company (USAC). USAC is an independent, not‐for‐profit organization,
designated by the FCC to administer the Universal Service Fund. This fund receives
approximately $10 billion annually and is used to deliver funding through four programs (E‐
rate, the Rural Healthcare Program, Lifeline Program and the High Cost Program). The E‐rate
program will pay for 40‐60% of the capital costs to build fiber to schools and libraries. The
Rural Healthcare Program will pay for 60‐65% of the capital costs to build fiber to qualifying
medical facilities. Although there are strict rules through USAC and the E‐rate Program
regarding the use of excess fiber deployed through the grant, there may be opportunities to
obtain a waiver of this rule, allowing the City to partner with the School District on portions of
their build.
Another federal program for financing broadband is the Economic Development
Administration (EDA). EDA will fund development for partnership planning, local technical
assistance and economic adjustment assistance. EDA will fund implementation and
construction of broadband networks for public works projects and economic adjustment
assistance projects. Other federal programs are offered through the US Housing and Urban
Development. A variety of funding sources and funding mechanisms are available through
HUD for planning and implementation of broadband networks.
At the state level, the Colorado Department of Local Affairs (DOLA) in 2015 announced a $20
Million broadband implementation grant program for regional councils of governments and
municipalities. DOLA has not yet announced funding availability for 2016 or 2017 specifically
for broadband implementation; however, applicants are encouraged to apply for funding
through the Energy and Mineral Impact Fund. DOLA has three rounds of financing
applications with deadlines for grant submission being April 1st, August 1st and December 1st.
Other Potential Sources of Funding, Supplemental Tax Revenues, Streaming and Over‐the‐
Top Services
Across the U.S., cable companies are seeing their customers cancel their traditional broadband
TV services and choose to receive their entertainment through over‐the‐top services or
streaming services such as Hulu, Amazon Video, Netflix and HBO Go. As cord‐cutting
increases, some municipalities have been trying to recoup lost franchise fees received from cable
companies by charging taxes on over‐the‐top services.
Within the past year, approximately 45 cities in California are implementing or planning to
implement a tax on streaming services and video games, using their city’s existing tax rate for
cable providers. Their tax rates on video services range from 4.5 to 11 percent. Already taxing
these services at rates from 6% ‐ 9.4% include communities in Pennsylvania, Minnesota and
Chicago.
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There has been push‐back from content and streaming providers on this tax and it is likely that
these taxes will be challenged in court. An argument can be made that taxes on Internet sales
are not allowed without a physical address within states, and therefore, this streaming and
gaming tax could be struck down as well.
Charging Fees for Use of Right of Ways
Cities in Oregon have started charging private and public entities for use of their right of ways
as a means to fund infrastructure improvements. The fee amount varies based on the kind of
utility and how many facilities are used in the right‐of‐way. Charging right of way fees may be
another funding mechanism for cities to build broadband infrastructure.

Public Private Partnerships
In addition to the above funding sources, there are a number of public‐private partnership
models that have recently emerged that allow the municipality to pursue a Gigabit‐enabled
network, while sharing in the risk, rewards and capital cost outlay of the network.
When evaluating public‐private partnerships, municipalities need to balance the tension
between control, risk and reward against the City’s goals for the project. Control, in this
context, refers to ownership of the network or how much capital the municipality is willing to
invest. A municipality must consider how much control or capital is needed to be invested to
minimize risks and maximize rewards. Risks are associated primarily with financial risks such
as debt and debt coverage, as well as implementation, execution and operational risks. Reward
is often associated with where and how fast a network is constructed, coupled with what type
of services will be offered and at what price. There may be other benefits that are classified
under “reward” such as fiber built for the city’s benefit at no cost or construction and
operational efficiencies gained from the potential partnership.
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Control
(Ownership)

Risk

Reward or Benefits
Gained

Partners can include private for‐profit companies, local non‐profits, other anchor institutions
and even local residents. In some instances, the municipality may have a very limited role in a
partnership and may only provide access to rights of way or other city infrastructure such as
conduit, excess fiber, water or public safety towers, licensed spectrum, light poles or local
government buildings. In other cases, a municipality may agree to become an anchor tenant and
pay for service on the network for a contracted term, providing a guaranteed revenue source for
the network project partner to justify the business plan to build out further in the community. In
more extensive partnerships, the municipality can play a larger role, such as providing capital
for part or all of the network construction. In some public partnership models, the private
sector provides financing, while the municipality shares in some of the risk. In other models,
the municipality pays for a substantial portion or all of the network build and contracts the
operation of the network to the project partner. Sharing in the financial and operational risks
and in the associated benefits of a project can allow communities to pursue broadband
endeavors that may otherwise be unattainable.
Below are examples of three public partnership models that have been implemented by
communities in the recent years.
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Google Fiber, No Capital Outlay from the Municipality (and no Control)
Perhaps the most coveted example of a public‐private partnership is the Google Fiber project in
the Kansas City area. Google chose Kansas City, KS and Kansas City, MO as the community to
embark upon its first foray into building fiber infrastructure. Kansas City, KS committed to
facilitate access to local infrastructure and conduit that it owned and provided access to its
rights of way. Kansas City, MO committed to waive local permitting fees and provided Google
with unfettered access to dedicated city staff to support the project.
In return, Google has agreed to build and operate a fiber‐to‐the‐premise network and provide
Internet access service with 1 Gbps speeds to homes at $70 per month and to businesses at $300
per month. Google Fiber did not commit to ubiquitous coverage in Kansas City, but agreed to
build out fiber in neighborhoods (called “fiberhoods”) that met a predetermined take rate
percentage prior to construction.
Google Fiber used this same approach in Austin, TX and in Provo, Utah. Although in the past
three years Google has announced plans to replicate this model in 35 other cities, Google has
recently announced that it is pulling back its fiber‐to‐the‐premise strategy and is experimenting
with Gigabit wireless technologies. Currently Gigabit wireless technology is limited to 500 feet;
meaning, fiber optic cable still needs to be installed very close to homes and businesses for the
wireless technology to deliver Gigabit bandwidth. Nevertheless, Google’s pull back has caused
some trepidation in the industry. Google is evaluating other models for partnership with cities
and their pause in fiber‐to‐the‐premise implementation should not be taken as an indication of
their appetite for collaboration with cities.
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In the Google Fiber KS model, the local governments do not commit capital to build the
network. This limits the cities’ financial risk substantially, but it also curbs the control they
have over how and where the network is built. The municipalities in the Google Fiber projects
have no say over prices charged to the customers, how the network is built or how fast. Google
makes all of the decisions regarding current and future operations, and whether or not they pull
out of a market. Given their most recent announcements of pulling back their plans, this has
proven to be a substantial risk to the communities. Critics of Google’s fiberhood approach
claim that Google has “cherry‐picked” more affluent neighborhoods to build its fiber and has
left economically challenged neighborhoods off its build list.
Ting, Municipality Builds the Fiber Network, Ting pays for Equipment and Operates the
Network
Canada’s Ting has recently made a name for itself as a private carrier that will deliver fiber‐to‐
the‐premises services over a city‐owned network. Already underway in Westminster, MD,
Santa Cruz, CA, and Huntsville, AL, Ting is now partnering with Centennial, CO to bring
Gigabit fiber Internet access to Centennial’s 107,000 residents and its local businesses.
In this model the municipality provides the capital to build, own and maintain the “dark” fiber
throughout the community and to every home and business. Ting “lights” the fiber by
providing capital for the equipment. Ting provides Gigabit services to homes for $89 per month
and to businesses for $139 per month. In order for the city to pay down its debt associated with
building the fiber network, Ting pays the city a fee for homes and businesses that are fiber‐
ready or have been passed with fiber and another fee when homes and businesses start
subscribing to Internet services.
While the fiber network is the property of the city and eventually an “open network,” meaning
several service providers can use it to offer services to homes and businesses, Ting partnerships
typically feature an “exclusive right to operate network” for a minimum amount of time. While
the build is the responsibility of the respective cities, Ting will lease and light the fiber and
provide all equipment and Internet access. Cities partnering with Ting are mitigating risk and
staying out of the challenging ISP business, but have more control over where, how and how
fast the network is built. The cities also have control over pricing and services offered and can
require that the network is available for others to use after an initial period of time.
Other companies are now replicating this model. Companies in Colorado that have stated they
would enter into public‐private partnerships similar to Ting’s model include Cedar Networks,
Allo, FastTrack and Forethought. Others may also offer a similar model if asked to respond to a
formal Request for Information or Proposal.
Long‐term Lease, Shared Take Rate Risks or Utility Fee
Private firms including SiFi and Symmetrical Networks will fund a network build, and will
oversee design, engineering, construction and operation of the network with a 20‐year exclusive
lease agreement. These firms are forecasting that the subscription rates they receive will
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provide healthy returns on their investment. And for extra measure, they ensure a sufficient
return by requiring cities to guarantee take rates, or pay the difference. The good news is that
these potential city paybacks have a long ramp‐up time before ever going into effect.
Additionally, the guaranteed take rate is typically more than achievable at somewhere between
30‐38%, depending on the negotiated terms. At the end of the negotiated years, the city owns
the network free and clear but can continue to lease the fiber to their established partner(s).
Macquarie Capital will also work with communities to establish a fiber network using a similar
model to that described above or with a utility fee structure model. This utility fee structure
model was recently used to rescue Utah’s Utopia network from its financial woes. In the Utopia
project, Macquarie charges a flat utility fee for every home and business that the network
passes, whether the home or business signs up for services or not. Terms of the deal were
reported to be $22.60 per month for five cities. In terms of revenue sharing, each city is able to
keep 75% of wholesale revenue after the first $2M per year. This arrangement is expected to
wipe out Utopia’s debt by 2021 if the network sees a 24% take rate for premium services
Macquarie Capital is also providing financing, design, engineering, construction and operations
for an anchor institutions network for the State of Kentucky. This “concessionaire model”
provides a long‐term agreement of 30 years where Macquarie is the lead vendor coordinating
all financing and implementation for the project and the State of Kentucky, in turn, shares in the
risks and rewards of the project.

How is the Network Implemented and Operated?
As discussed, there are a myriad of ways that a public‐private partnership can be funded. In
the same vein, implementation and operation models vary. In many instances, the municipality
has staff and resources that are already providing utilities to their constituents, or are already
maintaining roads and right of ways. With this being said, designing, building and operating a
fiber network is not always in a municipality’s wheelhouse. Often a municipality will
outsource the design, engineering, permitting, construction of the network and physical turn‐up
of services. In some cases, the municipality may also contract for operations of the network and
in other instances, the municipality may source these functions in‐house.
Private entities Macquarie, SiFi, Symmetrical Networks and Fujitsu, that are providing
financing for these networks to be built under a public‐private partnership model, are also
looking for opportunities to work with municipalities who wish to outsource either part or the
entire above list. Other municipalities are choosing to partner with these firms for the financing
and operations, by keep the design, engineering and construction services under their control,
using standard procurement processes for these functions.
As discussed in the funding section of this paper, each entity has a different model to recoup its
investment and meet their business case for success. Usually these arrangements, fees, and
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exclusive rights contracts are complex and should be reviewed by a firm with extensive
experience in multiple cities with a wide variety of business models and contingencies.
Software Defined Network, with an “Opt‐In” Twist
Named the community broadband project of the year by the National Association of
Telecommunications Officers and Advisors (NATOA), the City of Ammon, Idaho’s open access
network is obviously making many communities take notice. Ammon’s fiber network is a
“software defined network,” allowing “fiber apps” to be setup and hosted on the network. One
such application, is an innovative public safety application that uses the fiber network to
coordinate immediate, real‐time responses to school shootings. This has led to the City
partnering with the University of Utah in a $600,000 initiative to research and develop a series
of next‐generation networking technologies supporting public safety, including broadband
public emergency alerts.
Ammon has created Local Improvement Districts (LIDs) where residents can “opt in” or “opt
out” of receiving service from the fiber‐to‐the‐premise network. For those who opt‐in, they are
charged a monthly fee, where those who are not interested are not charged. The city council’s
logic is that those who opt‐in are investing in an opportunity to increase their property value.
Within a specific LID, improvement bonds are used to cover the expense. Bonds are paid off by
an assessment of each participating property. It’s estimated that this will result in a $15 to $20
monthly charge for opting‐in households.
The open‐access network has an accessible online dashboard where Ammon’s residents can
change providers if they’re not happy with their current provider. They can also set up private,
high speed “rooms” online, with a few clicks. Virtual connections can be set up between all of
the schools, or with the school and the hospital – on the fly, again, with a few clicks. Ammon’s
open access model offers very high speed Internet with a number options for providers, but
more importantly, it also supports a number of growing data applications, allowing
collaboration with anyone on the network at any time.

In Conclusion
To state the obvious, there are a number of things to think about when pursuing a municipal
broadband strategy. The purpose of this white paper is to showcase the various approaches,
give examples of communities that are using these various approaches and provide a general
understanding of each of the models and financing alternatives.
The conclusion of this paper should be that if the City of Rifle wanted to collaborate with
various entities to build a community anchor institution network or a Fiber‐to‐the‐Premise
network, the opportunity exists to pursue such partnerships.
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To:

Honorable Mayor and City Council

From:

Kristy Christensen, City Clerk

Date:

Friday, March 10, 2017

Subject:

Liquor License Renewal

The following business has filed a liquor license renewal application:
Business Name/Address

Type of License

Western Slope Investments
dba Wing Nutz Bar and Grill
2178 Railroad Ave
Rifle, Co 81650

Hotel & Restaurant

Thai Chili Bistro INC
dba Thai Chili Bistro
115 East 3rd St
Rifle, CO 81650

Hotel & Restaurant

These criteria have been met by Western Slope Investments and Thai Chili Bistro INC:
• The application is complete.
• The fees have been paid.
I recommend approval of this renewal application.

CITY OF RIFLE, COLORADO
ORDINANCE NO. 2
SERIES OF 2017
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF RIFLE, COLORADO, AMENDING THE
MUNICIPAL CODE AND THE ZONE DISTRICT MAP OF THE CITY OF
RIFLE TO REZONE A PORTION OF THE SECOND STREET MIXED USE
SUB-DISTRICT TO THE RIVER GATEWAY SUB-DISTRICT.
WHEREAS, the City of Rifle (“Rifle” or the “City”) is a home rule municipality
organized under Article XX of the Colorado Constitution and with the authority of the Rifle
Home Rule Charter; and
WHEREAS, the City has adopted the Zone District Map of the City of Rifle and
incorporated the Zone District Map into the Rifle Municipal Code by Section 16-3-20, R.M.C.;
and
WHEREAS, the City’s CB Central Business District incorporates sub-districts, including
the Second Street Mixed Use Sub-District and River Gateway Sub-District, characterized by
their historic nature and opportunities for growth, development, and regional commercial
activities; and
WHEREAS, by Sections 16-3-140 and 16-6-140, the City of Rifle may from time to time
amend the number, shape, or boundaries of any zone district within its jurisdiction; and
WHEREAS, the City has taken jurisdiction of Highway 6, now Centennial Parkway, and
recognizes the opportunity for development and redevelopment of lots adjacent thereto; and
WHEREAS, CB Central Business District sub-districts are identified by setback and
zoning requirements relative to adjacent streets and rights-of-way, as set forth in Section 16-18810 of the Rifle Municipal Code; and
WHEREAS, the City Council for the City of Rifle finds and declares that certain portions
of the Second Street Mixed Use Sub-District adjacent to Centennial Parkway are more
appropriately developed according to the regional commercial characteristics of the River
Gateway Sub-District, and that rezoning of certain lots will encourage redevelopment and use of
the lots consistent with the City’s Comprehensive Plan; and
WHEREAS, by this Ordinance, the City Council for the City of Rifle amends the Rifle
Municipal Code text and the Zone District Map of the City of Rifle to rezone certain lots as
provided on the attached Exhibit A, incorporated herein by this reference, from the Second
Street Mixed Use to the River Gateway Sub-District.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF RIFLE, COLORADO,
ORDAINS THAT:

City of Rifle, Colorado
Ordinance No. 2, Series of 2017
Page 2 of 3
1.
forth in full.

Incorporation of Recitals. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as if set

2.
Text Amendments. Section 16-18-810 of the Rifle Municipal Code is hereby
amended as follows, with double underlined text added and strike through language deleted:
Sec. 16-18-810. – Setbacks.
Nothing in this Section shall be interpreted as requiring any existing structure that does
not comply with the setback requirements to meet these requirements as part of a proposed
improvement project, except that expansions may be required to comply as described in
Paragraph 16-18-1140(e)(3).
(1) Principal building setbacks from streets and parks are required as listed in the table
below. The following shall also apply:
a. For public plazas meeting the site design standards for the applicable subdistrict, the building may be setback the depth of the public plaza.
Feature

Railroad Avenue – from
the alley south of 2nd
Street to 6th Street
Railroad Avenue – from
Centennial Parkway to
the alley south of 2nd
Street
****
Park Avenue – north or
Rifle Creek
Highway 6 & 24 – East
Avenue to future Park
Avenue extension

Side of Street

Minimum Setback
of Principal
Building (feet)

Maximum Setback
of Principal
Building (feet)

%of First Floor Within
Max. Setback

both

0

10

100

both

0

--

--

****

****

****

****

both

0

15

80

north

0

10 --

100 --

****
3.
Zone District Map. The Zone District Map for the City of Rifle shall hereby be
amended as provided on Exhibit A. The amended Zone District Map identified by Ordinance
No. 2, Series of 20176, shall be promptly entered into the City’s geographical information
system, and a printed copy of the Zone District Map shall be dated and signed by the Mayor
and attested to by the City Clerk to bear the seal of the City. An original copy of the amended
Zone District Map shall be filed and maintained by the City Clerk, with copies available for
purchase by the public.
INTRODUCED on March 1, 2017, read by title, passed on first reading, and ordered
published by title as required by the Charter.

City of Rifle, Colorado
Ordinance No. 2, Series of 2017
Page 2 of 3
INTRODUCED a second time at a regular meeting of the Council of the City of Rifle,
Colorado, held on March 15, 2017, passed without amendment, approved, and ordered published
in full as required by the Charter.
Dated this 15th day of March, 2017.

CITY OF RIFLE, COLORADO

BY:

_________________________________
Mayor

ATTEST:

_______________________________
City

Clerk

EXHIBIT A

James S. Neu

jsn@mountainlawfirm.com

Sander N. Karp*
James S. Neu
Karl J. Hanlon
Michael J. Sawyer
James F. Fosnaught
Jeffrey J. Conklin
Andrew A. Mueller
* Fellow of the College of
Labor and Employment
Lawyers

Matthew L. Trinidad
Patrick L. Barker
Jon T. Hoistad
Delphine F. Janey
______________
Of Counsel
Richard I. Zuber**
Anna S. Itenberg
Greg S. Russi
Hollie L. Wieland
** Fellow of the American
Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers

Glenwood Springs Office
201 14th Street, Suite 200
P. O. Drawer 2030
Glenwood Springs, CO 81602
Aspen Office***
323 W. Main Street, Suite 301
Aspen, CO 81611
Montrose Office ***
1544 Oxbow Drive, Suite 224
Montrose, CO 81402
Telephone: (970) 945-2261
Facsimile: (970) 945-7336
www.mountainlawfirm.com
***All correspondence should be sent to the
Glenwood Springs office

March 8, 2017
Mayor Randy Winkler
Rifle City Council
Re:

March 15, 2017 City Council Meeting

Dear Mayor Winkler and Members of the Rifle City Council:
The purpose of this letter is to briefly outline items we worked on for the March 15, 2017
Rifle City Council Meeting.
1.
Ordinance No. 2, Series of 2017 (Centennial Parkway – River Gateway Rezoning).
The City of Rifle Staff has initiated a rezoning of four parcels in the Central Business District along
Centennial Parkway to accommodate appropriate development/redevelopment of those parcels. The
rezoning will align the properties with the requirements of the River Gateway zone sub-district rather
than the Second Street Mixed Use sub-district the parcels are currently zoned. The River Gateway
neighborhood is currently made up of only the south side of Centennial Parkway and is characterized
by regional commercial centers and larger-scale development. The proposed re-zoning will extend
the River Gateway district north of Centennial Parkway and allow the rezoned parcels to be
redeveloped with appropriate regional commercial uses as a transition zone to the “main street” uses
characteristic of the Second Street Mixed Use sub-district. Ordinance No. 2, Series of 2017 is on
your consent agenda for second reading.
As always, please feel free to contact us before the meeting if you have any questions.
Very truly yours,
KARP NEU HANLON, P.C.

JSN:
Encs.

James S. Neu

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
202 Railroad Avenue, Rifle, CO 81650
Phone: 970-665-6490 Fax: 970-625-6268

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Nathan Lindquist, Planning Director

DATE:

March 8, 2017

SUBJECT:

Visitor Improvement Fund Update

Please see below VIF’s projects for 2017. We will discuss each of these in the meeting.
2017
funding
SIGNATURE EVENTS
Rifle Rendezvous
Garfield County Fair
Western Adventure Weekend (event coordinator)
Hometown Holidays
3rd of July (fireworks and symphony)
EVENT SERIES
Farmers Market
Bookcliff Arts Concert Series
Rifle Rodeo Series
OTHER EVENTS
Baseball Tournament
Rifle Woodcutting Festival
BRAND MARKETING
May 12 website launch/volunteer appreciation
party
VisitRifle annual CivicPlus fee
Align Multimedia (social media, video, posters)
GRANT CATEGORIES
Visitor Attractions
City Beautification
Historic Preservation
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
Ute Theater operations
Boat Ramp maintenance
SPECIAL PROJECTS

2,500
640
48,100
14,100
11,200
3,600
3,600
5,000
1,000
1,000

4,000
670
20,000
5,000
1,750
2,250
10,000
10,600

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
202 Railroad Avenue, Rifle, CO 81650
Phone: 970-665-6490 Fax: 970-625-6268
3rd Street Temporary Patio
Centennial Park Playground
TOTALS

2,000
20,000
167,010

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
202 Railroad Avenue, Rifle, CO 81650
Phone: 970-665-6490 Fax: 970-625-6268

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Nathan Lindquist, Planning Director

DATE:

March 8, 2017

SUBJECT:

Dangerous Building Update

Three buildings have been a topic of discussion for the hazard their condition creates for the
community: a house at 412 E 1st Street, a house at 522 Railroad Avenue, and the storage units
at 1252 Railroad Avenue. Staff has been working with all three property owners. $5,000 was
budgeted in 2017 to deal with these properties. Staff would like to discuss with Council how we
should proceed with each.

